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NOMENCLATURE
ABSTRACT

B Magnetic Field (Tesla)
A number of advanced propulsion j Current Density (A/m 2 )

concepts propose to heat the propellant k Boltzmann Cons.(1.38x1 - 2 3 J/K)
gases to ionization-level temperature Thermal Conductivity (W/mK)
followed b K  T h er m al Conductivity (W/mK)followed by expansion through a
supersonic nozzle. The high n Number density (m- 3 )
temperature associated with this p Gasdynamic pressure (atm)
process may result in excessive heat q Total Heat Transfer Vector
losses and material degradation. r Radial direction
Magnetic insulation can alleviate this T Temperature (K)
problem. A magnetic field can be U Velocity Vector
applied to the throat of the expansion u Axial Velocity Component (m/s)
nozzle to "cool" the material walls. For 0 Viscous Dissipation Function
high-pressure propulsion systems the P Plasma Beta Number (21o p/B 2 )
magnetic field strengths required to u Fluid Viscosity (Kg/m s)
achieve adequate insulation may be 1o Permeability (= 4x10- 7 H/m)
great. This paper reviews the concept i Kinematic Fluid Viscosity
of magnetic insulation followed by a a Electrical Conductivity (Mho/m)
survey of superconducting magnet
technology. It is found that magnets Acronyms
for near-term application to space
propulsion are currently within the HTS High Temp. Superconductor
scope of available technology. LTS Low Temp. Superconductor
However, large energy density magnets SCM Superconducting Magnet
still require significant advances to
meet the size and weight constraints
associated with space applications. It is
hoped that this study will generate a NTOON
better appreciation of the potential of
magnetic insulation and will provoke
the need to develop a magnet The rate of progress in space
technology base sufficient for exploration will be determined by the
commitment to a space propulsion development of advanced propulsion
program. systems which more effectively can

store energy and more efficiently can
convert such energy into useful thrust.
Huge amounts of energy are required
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travel time for long-range missions. As stabilization. However, until now, only
a result, a number of advanced modest magnetic field strengths were
propulsion concepts that utilize various necessary.
forms of energy are currently being
considered. Many of these concepts are
theoretically capable of producing
very high specific impulses (Isp) by
being able to increase the propellant
temperatures thus increasing the
achievable exhaust velocities.

scM

In many of the proposed propulsion
concepts, cooling of the walls in .
contact with the high temperature i' M
propellant is a crucial issue under ... " '*.
consideration. It is anticipated that the ,
high heat transfer rates associated with
the high temperature plasma making
contact with the material walls will be
one of the engineering challenges
ahead. One is interested on propulsion
systems which produce thrust by
heating a gas to ionization level
temperatures followed by expansion Fig. 1 Plasma Thruster with Magnetic
through a converging-diverging Insulation
nozzle to convert the thermal energy to
directed kinetic energy. These systems
are similar to chemical rockets but the
chamber temperatures can be several As high-pressure thruster systems
times times higher than those obtained are developed, the need for increased
through chemical reactions, magnetic strengths becomes apparent.
Microwave and laser energy, for Such is the case in a microwave
instance, can heat a gas by absorption. electrothermal propulsion concept
Because the propellant temperatures currently being developed at NASA
produced can be well in excess of the Lewis. Its performance is expected to
melting temperatures of existing be enhanced by the use of a solenoidal
materials, wall degradation due to magnet at the nozzle. 1

contact with the hot propellant would
be inevitable. There are several key questions related
If the propellant is to the effect of the magnetic field onIf the propellant is fully or partially
ionized, it can be acted upon by the plasma expansion process that need

magnetic forces. Thus, an applied field to be answered. The coupling of the
has the potential of magnetically geometry of the material nozzle and the
insulating the walls, reducing thermal magnetic nozzle is critical. Further,
and material losses. A simplified the strength of the applied field
propulsion concept of this type is determines the magnitude of the
illustrated in Figure 1.illustrated in Figure 1. magnetic pressure which acts upon the

The idea of applying a magnetic field to ionized gas. The magnetic pressure, in
propulsion systems has been turn, is limited by the size and design of
considered for over three decades, the available magnet. This issue is
Electric thrusters have used magnetic reviewed in the next sections.
fields for plasma containment and
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MAGNETIC NOZZLE where B 2 /2 to = magnetic pressure

A magnetic nozzle is formed by a The magnetic pressure required to
magnetic field with converging- equilibrate the gasdynamic pressure is
diverging lines of force. Such a illustrated in Fig. 2. It is interesting to
magnetic field can be produced by a note that the field strength required to
magnet coaxial with the material nozzle produce a magnetic pressure equal to
of the thruster. In general, the 10 atm is 1.6 Tesla, well within the
functions of the magnetic nozzle are range of commercially available
twofold, acceleration and insulation, superconducting magnets.
Axial acceleration occurs as a result of
both the magnetic pressure exerted by
the nozzle and the conversion of
thermal energy into axially directed 400
motion. Magnetic insulation results
from the constricting field which
keeps the plasma boundary away from . 300 -> >
the material wall.

The stationary plasma within the 200

magnetic nozzle must satisfy two <
conditions:

Vp =j xB (1)

Vx B = oj (2) 0 2 4 6 8 10
B (Teala)

To counteract the outward force of
expansion there must be an azimuthal
current in the 9 -direction. The Fig. 2 Gasdynamic and Magnetic
magnitude of this current is, taking the Pressures
cross-product of (1) with B,

B x Vp (kT) B x Vn Now, let the magnetic field be

j = (-------... 3 ) axisymmetric with Be = 0. Since the

B2  B2  lines of force converge and diverge in
the magnetic nozzle there is

j is the diamagnetic current generated necessarily a component Br. This gives
by the Vp force across B. Requirement rise to a force which can trap a particle
(1) states that j and B must each be in the magnetic field.
perpendicular to Vp.

Since B = (Br,0,Bz) and assume it does
Substitute Maxwell's Eq. (2) into (1), not vary with 9, then

Vp =j x B j= j = ro-l( aBr/az - Bz /r )

= to-1 (Vx B)x B as illustrated in Figure 3.

V( p + B 2/2 to) = 0
i.e. A magnetically confined plasma may

po = c t be represented by ideal MHD equations.
+ B2 /2o = constant (4) The MHD model provides the simplest

approximation by which the effect of
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the geometry on the gross equilibrium nozzle they must be properly
and stability of a flowing plasma can be determined to establish the relative
studied. The efficacy of the MHD model magnitude of these effects.
can be determined when attempting to
describe crucial effects such as viscous Viscous Interaction
and thermal interactions with the
material walls, factors which are key to When a magnetic field is applied, the
describing the magnetic insulation viscosity of the flowing plasma depends
process. Numerous attempts have been on both the direction of the velocity
made in the past decades to provide a and the direction along which the
mathematical formulation of the gradient of velocity is considered.
magnetic nozzle, however, these efforts Stresses both parallel and
have focused mainly on application to perpendicular to B result from
MPD thrusters 2 , 3 , the geometry and gradients of the velocity components
conditions of which are not applicable throughout the nozzle flowfield. The
to the case presented in this paper. viscosity may be a tensor, dependent

on temperature, magnetic field and
particle number density. The form of

r the viscosity coefficient must be
Scarefully chosen to calculate the

Magnet viscous forces acting on the walls of
Ccoil the nozzle.

Thermal Interaction

A heat transfer model must be
developed to predict the energy

J z transfer and temperature profiles
jxB across and along the nozzle. The

energy equation for the nozzle
flowfield takes the form

0 (U- V )(CpT) = (U-V )p + V- q

+(E + UxB)-j + 0 (5)

Figure 3. Magnetic Nozzle where = [ V2(u 2)- ( V x U) 2 - 2UV 2U]

-2/3 g(V * U) 2

PLASMA WALL INTERACTIONS From this equation, the temperature
profile T=T(r) across the nozzle is

The hot propellant interacts with the determined and then used with the

nozzle upon expanding making conduction law to estimate the heat flux

physical contact with the walls. at the walls,
Viscous transport arises from the radial
velocity gradient between plasma and qw = - K dT/dr Ir = rw (6 )
wall while thermal heat transfer exists
between the hot propellant and the cool
wall. Since transport coefficients may Results from this analysis are being
vary across the flowfield of the reported in a separate publication.
accelerating propellant through the
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Low Temperature Superconductors
SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS FOR

SPACE PLASMA PROPULSION Since the discovery of LTS
characterized by high current

The discovery of high temperature densities at elevated magnetic field
superconductors with possible when cooled to near zero absolute
application to superconducting temperatures, the potential for using
magnets (SCM) has led to a renewed them in coils became great. Niobium
interest in plasma propulsion. SCM can titanium (NbTi) and niobium tin (NbSn)
provide weight, size and efficiency are the most common superconductors.
improvements to increase the NbSn has better performance
attractiveness of magnetic insulation characteristics but is weak and brittle.
for space propulsion application. Several new alloys have been

discovered in the past few years, such
Magnetic insulation has been well as (Nb,Ti)3Sn developed for fusion coil

known since the late 1950's but, at that research. Nb3Sn conductors can carry
time, large scale application of magnets current densities orders of magnitude
was inhibited by the large weight, size higher than copper conductors at fields
and comparative lower power greater than 10 Tesla. Cryogens are
conversion efficiency associated with needed to cool these superconductors to
conventional magnets. Electromagnets about 4.2 K, which is the equilibrium
require considerable power levels to temperature of liquid helium (He I) at
generate high magnetic fields in a standard pressure. Operation at
useful volume. temperatures below 2.1 K results in

enhanced performance. At this
The advent of superconducting temperature, liquid helium transitions

materials, which are capable of to the superfluid state (He II). Many
carrying very high currents at high SCM systems are now being designed to
magnetic fields, has created a use superfluid helium.
technology to provide enough "know-
how" to use SCM, which require only The early magnet wires were made
refrigeration power for cooling and a from NbTi clad with a layer of copper
small current supply to initiate the which easily could transition to the
flow through the superconducting non superconducting state. Moder
circuit. Interest in SCM is based on the magnets are made with multiple strands
reduction of the resistivity of the of superconductors in a copper matrix.
conductor material at cryogenic Coils of this type can be charged more
temperatures. The power reduction in easily and are much more stable. Large
a magnet is proportional to the material hoop stresses, also a problem for early
resistivity. At the same power, the single-strand coils, is now overcome by
central field is proportional to the potting the entire coil. The potting
square root of the resistivity. Hence, at compound provides the required
low temperatures, higher fields at mechanical stabilization. Modern
lower Joule losses per unit weight of multi-strand potted coils provide very
coil can be generated. Present-state stable, reliable SCM with long life and
SCM are made with low temperature high performance attributes.
superconductors (LTS) but emerging
high temperature superconducting SCM have evolved to become an
technology perhaps will be available essential research tool in many
for the next generation magnets. applications. Quench-free LTS magnets

using both NbTi and NbSn are now
commercially available in a variety of
sizes and configurations. The most
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widely known applications of SCM is development of SCM for space
briefly reviewed in the next sections propulsion application.
extracted from Ref. 4.

Research Magnets Table 1
Astrophysics and Fusion Research SCM

These SCM are commercially available
and used routinely in nuclear magnetic System B(T) D(m) LTS
resonance, in high resolution lenses
for microscopy and magneto-optics
research. These magnets produce fields ASTROMAG5 1.2 1.0 NbTi/Cu/Al
in the range 5-15 Tesla over volumes in
the range 10- 5 to 10- 3 m3 . The ASTROMAG 6 6.0 NbTi
electrothermal thruster reported in
Ref. 1 will use a commercially available SPIRIT 7  2.0 2.0 NbTi/Cu
6 Tesla superconducting solenoid with a
0.089 m bore. The magnet assembly Fusion9  10 0.2 (Nb,Ti)3Sn
weighs approximately 31 Kg, including
cryogens. cryogen Fusion 8  12 0.02 NbTi

High Energy Physics

Particle accelerators, space telescopes
and spectrometers are among the High Temperature Superconductors
applications of SCM which require
high fields in large volumes. Various Ever since the discovery of high
SCM designs for space application have temperature superconductors (HTS),
been proposed (see Table 1). Most which have a zero resistance state at
notable is the ASTROMAG 5,7 to be used temperatures up to 125 K, efforts have
to analyze deep space paticles in the been made to develop these materials to
particle astrophysics eparticei e practical levels. Until now, however,

particle astrophysics experimental HTS remain research objects sincefacility proposed for running alongside eir aliain has been hindered by
a space station. It is designed to use ther applicatio has ben hndered by

NbTi coils cooled with superfluid the low critical current density andNbTi Coils cooled with superfluid inability to be fabricated for practical
helium. Fusion research magnets are inabilty to be ced for
also included in this section since the use. It is known, however, that bulkalso included in this section since the polycrystal HTS at lower temperatures
most recent technological advances polycrystal HTS at lower temperaturesmost recent technological advances c
have resulted from this area and this can take sufficiently large critical
experience coud e inaae or currents even in high magnetic fields.experience could be invaluable for
propulsion applications. Finally, In fact, a 20 Tesla hybrid SCM has
propulsion applications. Finally,
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) energy, recently being developed using anmagnetohydrodynamic (MHD) energy, oxide HTS coil together with a NbTi-
which require intense magnetic fieldse HTS c oh a
applied over large volumes, was Nb3Sn background magnet 10

reviewed. The winding geometry is
complex and the magnets are orders of HTS are most attractive because of their
magnitude larger in weight than any ability to operate between 60 to 80 K,
magnet system of interest for space- the so called nitrogen temperature
borne applications. However, a range. Transition to this operational
development program for MHD level from the 4.1 K level allows a
thrusters for shipboard and submarine drastic reduction of the cooling costs.
propulsion may result in additional The possibility to reach nitrogen
technological breakthroughs which temperatures by a simple radiative
could be extrapolated to the cooling is even more appealing for on-
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board space applications. Furthermore,
since undesirable film boiling starts at Another consideration in the design of

approximately 10 W/cm 3 for liquid the SCM is that the power dissipated

nitrogen and at about 0.3 W/cm 3 for within the coils must be a very small
liquid helium, the higher heat flow fraction of the thruster's power. The
liquid helium, the higher heat flow c absorb all the heat
that can be removed at nitrogen cooling fluid must absorb all the heat
temperatures is equally advantageous generated within the winding and the

temperatures is equally advantageousradiation heat from neighboring

If current research is successful in surfaces. In most applications, heat
overcoming the current density from radiation is reduced by utilization
overcolimitations of the current materials, of radiation shields. Hence, most of the
limitations of the present materials, °a l arises from the magnet itself.
HTS may become especially attractive heat load arises from the magnet itself.
for space propulsion which could use The design of the cooling system is
for space propulsion which could use ^ e  to ensure magnet stability.
other coolant fluids including liquid crucial to ensure magnet stability.

hydrogen propellant. Other considerations to keep in mind

in selecting SCM for large-scale space

CONSTRAINTS ON SCM FOR SPACE propulsion include size as it relates to
stored energy, the high forces exerted

R PULSIN by the magnet, the structural elements

needed to restrain these forces, the
The most important constraints to be limited space available for the

imposed on the design of a SCM for structure, and the need for accessibility
space propulsion systems are: to install and periodically remove the

Siblanket and shield - systems that are
* Size completely surrounded by the magnet

and the support structure. The choice
* Overall mass weight of magnet is further restricted by the

adverse operating environment. The
* Magnetic field strength magnet will be subjected to

temperatures down to 2.1 K and must
* Low-g environment not be susceptible to low temperature

embrittlment. Further, the rapid
* Stability and quench reqmts. magnetic field change associated with

cyclic operation would cause heat
SHigh reliability and life time inputs to the structure from eddy

, c r current losses. Finally, the constraints
Lightweight, compactness, reliability on SCM selection due to size
are particularly the most important requirements, space limitations and
characteristics of a SCM for space operating environment may reduce the
propulsion. Methods for reducing the number of candidate magnets for space
weight by use of aluminum stabilizing application. Further limitations arise
material are now being developed. In due to considerations related to
addition, using superfluid helium can experience, cost and availability.
also reduce the weight penalty
considering that helium in the The potential for using current or
superfluid state is more dense than in near-term SCM technology in space
liquid form, hence smaller storage propulsion is great, nevertheless. In a
volume per unit mass of coolant is pr in i s ete ne
realized. Furthermore, in the reduced- preceding study4 , it was determined
gravity environment, superfluid that SCM and cryogenic technology
gravhelium can be cty envirculated through the has reached a stage where uniform
magnethelium can be circulated through theffect fields in excess of 2 Tesla can be applied
magnet using the fountain effect in relatively large volumes. It is
instead of using conventional pumps. in relatively large volumes. It is
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concluded then that the design of fully Microwave Thruster, with a Magnetic
stabilized SCM for space propulsion Nozzle, for Space Applications", NASA
research is currently within the scope TM 102321, August 1989
of available technology.
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